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On the optimization side

Main problem :
ill posed inverse problems : unknown complexity︸ ︷︷ ︸

diversity

/ structure︸ ︷︷ ︸
content

Main purpose :

I to understand data to propose a suitable model (structure)

I to discover the number of degrees of freedom (complexity)

Main tools to promote sparsity :

I a wide range of penalized optimization formulations (L1...)

I model selection deals with discovering complexity

Main interest :

I efficient tools and algorithms in optimization,

I different approaches to promote (structured) sparsity

I theorems to control convergence properties...



Bayesian non parametric approaches

Main problem :
ill posed inverse problems : unknown complexity︸ ︷︷ ︸

diversity

/ structure︸ ︷︷ ︸
content

Main purpose :

I to understand data to propose a suitable model (structure)

I to discover the number of degrees of freedom (complexity)

Main tools to promote sparsity :

I there exists a wide range of ”classical” Bayesian models

I flexible priors on infinite dimensional objects

Main interest :

I complexity of the model is adaptive

I some non parametric priors promote sparsity

I no need for model selection



The Bayesian framework in brief

Y = data (observations), θ = parameters (model)

p(Y,θ) = p(Y |θ)p(θ) = p(θ|Y)p(Y)

=⇒ p(θ|Y) ∝ p(Y|θ) p(θ)
posterior likelihood prior

parameter goodness model
relevance of fit constraints

e.g. θ = α, coeff. on dictionary D

p(α|Y,D) ∝ p(Y |D,α)︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise distr.

p(α)︸ ︷︷ ︸
model

Optimization : (X + Gaussian noise) + regularizing penalty
log p(α|Y ) = ‖Y − Dα︸︷︷︸

X̂

‖2 + λ‖α‖L1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Laplace



Optimization vs Bayesian tools

Optimization

I gradient descent

I proximal operators

I functional analysis

I L0, L1, Lqp ⇒
sparsity

...

Bayesian world

I Maximum Likelihood,

I Maximum A Posteriori (MAP)

I Gibbs sampling, MCMC,

I EM algorithm (hidden variables...)

I prior promoting sparsity :
1 ’heavy tailed’ priors

(Laplace, Student, Bessel-K...)

2 non parametric approaches

Remark : conjugate priors (w.r.t. likelihood) ⇒ easier inference

(importance of the exponential family of distributions)



Bayesian non parametric in Machine Learning
Document classification

Typical application : unsupervised classification of documents
unknown number of categories/subcategories, e.g. NIPS sections

1 document ∈ 1 class (unique)

I G0 = multinomial distribution of words in language

I Category j = typical distribution of words βjk , k ∈ N

prior on β = Dirichlet process (G0)

I Sub-category j , ` = typical distribution of words πj ,`k , k ∈ N

prior on πj ,` = Dirichlet process (βj)

I . . .

[Teh, Jordan, Beal, Blei’06 ; Teh, Jordan’09]



Bayesian non parametric in Machine Learning
Recommendation systems

Typical application : association between movies and viewers
(unknown number of features characterizing movies / viewers)

Observations : ratings of movies by viewers
predict ratings ⇒ collaborative filtering

1 viewer = several features, 1 movie = several features

I Movies binary matrix : ”horror”, ”comedy”, ”3D”...

I Viewers binary matrix : ”likes horror”, ”likes 3D”...

I Weight matrix : links viewers features to movies features

=⇒ factorization matrix problem : R = V W M

Beta & Bernoulli Processes

[Meeds et al.’07]
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Latent class models : from finite to infinite mixtures
Finite mixtures of distributions

e.g. mixture of Gaussians : p(x) =
K∑

k=1

πkN (x|µk ,Σk︸ ︷︷ ︸
θk

)

I πk , 1 ≤ k ≤ K = multinonomial dist.
= proportions of the mixture

prior on π = conj. distr. = Dirichlet distribution (α)

p(π) ∝
K∏

k=1

παk−1
k , typically αk = α/K

I
∑

k πk = 1

I θk : prior G0, e.g. Normal-Wishart on (µk ,Σk)

I Inference : EM algorithm thanks to hidden zk



Latent class models : from infinite to finite mixtures
Infinite mixtures : Dirichlet process

e.g. mixture of Gaussians : p(x) =
∞∑

k=1

πkN (x|µk ,Σk)

I π = {πk , k ∈ N} infinite combinatorial distribution
prior on π = Dirichlet process = produces random distr.

G =
∞∑

k=1

πkδθk

e.g. θk = (µk ,Σk), where θk ∼ G0

where G0 = base distribution ' prior on parameters θk ,
e.g. Normal-Wishart on (µk ,Σk).

I Gibbs sampler, MCMC, EM algorithm (truncated DP)

[Ferguson’73]



DP and the Chinese Restaurant Process
CRP = Gibbs sampling of the DP posterior

I DP is a clustering prior on the infinite (πk , θk)k∈N
(cf. stick-breaking)

INDIAN BUFFET PROCESS

...
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Figure 2: A partition induced by the Chinese restaurant process. Numbers indicate customers (ob-
jects), circles indicate tables (classes).

it is identical to the extended Polya urn scheme introduced by Blackwell and MacQueen 1973).
Imagine a restaurant with an infinite number of tables, each with an infinite number of seats.2 The
customers enter the restaurant one after another, and each choose a table at random. In the CRP
with parameter !, each customer chooses an occupied table with probability proportional to the
number of occupants, and chooses the next vacant table with probability proportional to !. For
example, Figure 2 shows the state of a restaurant after 10 customers have chosen tables using this
procedure. The first customer chooses the first table with probability !

! = 1. The second customer
chooses the first table with probability 1

1+! , and the second table with probability
!
1+! . After the

second customer chooses the second table, the third customer chooses the first table with probability
1
2+! , the second table with probability

1
2+! , and the third table with probability

!
2+! . This process

continues until all customers have seats, defining a distribution over allocations of people to tables,
and, more generally, objects to classes. Extensions of the CRP and connections to other stochastic
processes are pursued in depth by Pitman (2002).

The distribution over partitions induced by the CRP is the same as that given in Equation 5. If
we assume an ordering on our N objects, then we can assign them to classes sequentially using the
method specified by the CRP, letting objects play the role of customers and classes play the role of
tables. The ith object would be assigned to the kth class with probability

P(ci = k|c1,c2, . . . ,ci!1) =

! mk
i!1+! k " K+
!

i!1+! k = K+1

where mk is the number of objects currently assigned to class k, and K+ is the number of classes for
which mk > 0. If all N objects are assigned to classes via this process, the probability of a partition
of objects c is that given in Equation 5. The CRP thus provides an intuitive means of specifying a
prior for infinite mixture models, as well as revealing that there is a simple sequential process by
which exchangeable class assignments can be generated.

2.4 Inference by Gibbs Sampling

Inference in an infinite mixture model is only slightly more complicated than inference in a mixture
model with a finite, fixed number of classes. The standard algorithm used for inference in infinite
mixture models is Gibbs sampling (Bush and MacEachern, 1996; Neal, 2000). Gibbs sampling

2. Pitman and Dubins, both statisticians at the University of California, Berkeley, were inspired by the apparently infinite
capacity of Chinese restaurants in San Francisco when they named the process.

1191

I the Chinese Restaurant Process :

Objects are customers, classes are tables,
Customer n chooses table k with probability :

P(zn = k |z1, ..., zn−1) =





mk

α + n − 1
k ≤ K+,

α

α + n − 1
k = K + 1.

- mk = number of customers at table k ,
- K+ = number of classes s.t. mk > 0.
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An illustration : mixture of Gaussians

1 K is known : p(x) =
∑K

k=1 πkN (µk ,Σk)
EM algorithm by defining hidden variables z (x ∈ Ck)...

2 K is unknown :
1 try various K , keep the best (model selection...)

2 use a ’nice’ prior on {πk , (µk ,Σk), k ∈ N} (assume K =∞ !)

Clustering prior with infinite number of components :

Dirichlet Process

Various inference algorithms :

I Gibbs sampling : the Chinese Restaurant Process,

I Variational bayesian inference,

I EM algorithm [Kimura et al.’11]

Remark : Image processing : segmentation, classification...
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An illustration : mixture of Gaussians
Inference using EM algorithm [Kimura et al’11]



An illustration : mixture of Gaussians
Inference using EM algorithm [Kimura et al’11]

K-means + EM (K=3)



An illustration : mixture of Gaussians
Inference using EM algorithm [Kimura et al’11]

K-means + EM (K=7)



An illustration : mixture of Gaussians
Inference using EM algorithm [Kimura et al’11]

EM + DP (trunc 100)
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An illustration : mixture of Gaussians
Inference using EM algorithm [Kimura et al’11]

EM + DP (trunc 100)

Expected proportions were [0.23 ; 0.50 ; 0.27]



Image processing : shared segmentation of natural scenes

Pb : how to obtain an unsupervised segmentation of images ?

(by simultaneously segmenting a set of images)

Main ideas :

I objects = typical textures + colors + frequency + area

I use some first over-segmentation (super-pixels)

I features = texton & color histograms =⇒ DP prior

I each object category k occurs with frequency ϕk ⇒ PY prior

I each object t = random proportion πjt of image j ⇒ PY prior

I PY = Pitman-Yor process, a generalized DP (2 param)

I spatial dependencies : thresholded Gaussian processes
(another story...)

[Sudderth & Jordan’08]



Image processing : shared segmentation of natural scenes

Figure 7: Most significant segments associated with each of three shared, global visual categories (rows) for
hierarchical PY-Edge models trained with 200 images of mountain (left) or tallbuilding (right) scenes.
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Take home message : BNP is rich and adaptive

1 there exists infinite latent class models

2 Dirichlet processes (and their generalization) ...

3 ... are adaptive and permits the discovery of classes

4 learning DP mixtures : non Gaussian distributions
[Kivinen, Sudderth & Jordan 2007]

5 too simple ? go for hierarchical but...

6 inference : go to the Chinese Restaurant !
(MCMC, split & merge, variational inference...)
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Latent feature models : sparse binary matrices

I latent class models : 1 object ↔ 1 class

I latent feature models : 1 object ↔ several features

Main ideas :

I build (infinite) binary matrices :
znk = 1 if object n possesses feature k

I with probability πk (but
∑

k πk 6= 1)

I each πk follows a Beta distribution p(πk) ∝ πr−1k (1− πk)s−1

conjugate to the binomial

I In summary, the probability model is :
πk |α ∼ Beta( αK , 1) K →∞ ?
znk |πk ∼ Bernoulli(πk)

[Griffiths & Ghahramani’11]



Latent feature models : sparse binary matrices

infinitely exchangeable sequence can be written

P (Z1, . . . Zn) =

� � n�

i=1

P (Zi|B)

�
dP (B),

where B is the random element that renders the vari-
ables {Zi} conditionally independent and where we
will refer to the distribution P (B) as the “de Finetti
mixing distribution.” For the Chinese restaurant pro-
cess, the underlying de Finetti mixing distribution is
known—it is the Dirichlet process. As this result sug-
gests, identifying the de Finetti mixing distribution
behind a given exchangeable sequence is important; it
greatly extends the range of statistical applications of
the exchangeable sequence.

In this paper we make the following three contribu-
tions:

1. We identify the de Finetti mixing distribution be-
hind the Indian buffet process. In particular, in
Sec. 4 we show that this distribution is the beta
process. We also show that this connection mo-
tivates a two-parameter generalization of the In-
dian buffet process proposed in [3]. While the
beta process has been previously studied for its
applications in survival analysis, this result shows
that it is also the natural object of study in non-
parametric Bayesian factorial modeling.

2. In Sec. 5 we exploit the link between the beta
process and the Indian buffet process to provide
a new algorithm to sample beta processes.

3. In Sec. 6 we define the hierarchical beta process,
an analog for factorial modeling of the hierarchical
Dirichlet process [11]. The hierarchical beta pro-
cess makes it possible to specify models in which
features are shared among a number of groups.
We present an example of such a model in an
application to document classification in Sec. 7,
where we also explore the relationship of the hi-
erarchical beta process to naive Bayes models.

2 The beta process

The beta process was defined by Hjort [4] for appli-
cations in survival analysis. In those applications,
the beta process plays the role of a distribution on
functions (cumulative hazard functions) defined on the
positive real line. In our applications, the sample paths
of the beta process need to be defined on more general
spaces. We thus develop a nomenclature that is more
suited to these more general applications.

A positive random measure B on a space Ω (e.g.,
R) is a Lévy process, or independent increment pro-
cess, if the masses B(S1), . . . B(Sk) assigned to disjoint
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Figure 1: Top. A measure B sampled from a beta
process (blue), along with its corresponding cumula-
tive distribution function (red). The horizontal axis
is Ω, here [0, 1]. The tips of the blue segments are
drawn from a Poisson process with base measure the
Lévy measure. Bottom. 100 samples from a Bernoulli
process with base measure B, one per line. Samples
are sets of points, obtained by including each point ω
independently with probability B({ω}).

subsets S1, . . . Sk of Ω are independent1. The Lévy-
Khinchine theorem [5, 8] implies that a positive Lévy
process is uniquely characterized by its Lévy measure
(or compensator), a measure on Ω× R+.

Definition. A beta process B ∼ BP(c,B0) is a pos-
itive Lévy process whose Lévy measure depends on
two parameters: c is a positive function over Ω that
we call the concentration function, and B0 is a fixed
measure on Ω, called the base measure. In the special
case where c is a constant it will be called the concen-
tration parameter. We also call γ = B0(Ω) the mass
parameter.

If B0 is continuous, the Lévy measure of the beta pro-
cess is

ν(dω, dp) = c(ω)p−1(1 − p)c(ω)−1dpB0(dω) (1)

on Ω× [0, 1]. As a function of p, it is a degenerate beta
distribution, justifying the name. ν has the following
elegant interpretation. To draw B ∼ BP(c,B0), draw
a set of points (ωi, pi) ∈ Ω× [0, 1] from a Poisson pro-
cess with base measure ν (see Fig. 1), and let:

B =
�

i

piδωi (2)

where δω is a unit point mass (or atom) at ω. This

1Positivity is not required to define Lévy processes but
greatly simplifies their study, and positive Lévy processes
are sufficient here. On Ω = R, positive Lévy processes are
also called subordinators.

1 Beta & Bernoulli processes

2 inference : the Indian Buffet Process



Beta process (BP)

A beta process (BP) B ∼ BP(c ,B0) on Ω is a positive Lévy
process whose Lévy measure depends on :

I the concentration function c,

I the base measure B0, a fixed measure on Ω.

I γ = B0(Ω) = mass parameter

ν(dω, dπ) = c(ω)π−1(1− π)c(ω)−1dπ︸ ︷︷ ︸
beta distribution

B0(dω) on Ω× [0, 1]

I Draw of a BP :
Poisson point process (ωk , πk) with base measure ν,

B =
∞∑

k=1

πkδωk discrete

[Hjort’90, Thibaux & Jordan’07]
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Bernoulli process

I Ω = potential set of features, (B0 ∼ prior on features)

I random measure B = proba that X possesses feature ωk

I binary matrix = Bernoulli process from the Beta process

znk ∼ Bernoulli(πk)

for data X,
∑

k πk 6= 1,
Xnk |B ∼ BeP(B)

I inference ⇒ posterior of Bernoulli = Beta process

B|X1,...,n ∼ BP

(
c + n,

c

c + n
B0 +

1

c + n

n∑

i=1

Xi

)

=⇒ the Indian Buffet Process



Bernoulli process

infinitely exchangeable sequence can be written

P (Z1, . . . Zn) =

� � n�

i=1

P (Zi|B)

�
dP (B),

where B is the random element that renders the vari-
ables {Zi} conditionally independent and where we
will refer to the distribution P (B) as the “de Finetti
mixing distribution.” For the Chinese restaurant pro-
cess, the underlying de Finetti mixing distribution is
known—it is the Dirichlet process. As this result sug-
gests, identifying the de Finetti mixing distribution
behind a given exchangeable sequence is important; it
greatly extends the range of statistical applications of
the exchangeable sequence.

In this paper we make the following three contribu-
tions:

1. We identify the de Finetti mixing distribution be-
hind the Indian buffet process. In particular, in
Sec. 4 we show that this distribution is the beta
process. We also show that this connection mo-
tivates a two-parameter generalization of the In-
dian buffet process proposed in [3]. While the
beta process has been previously studied for its
applications in survival analysis, this result shows
that it is also the natural object of study in non-
parametric Bayesian factorial modeling.

2. In Sec. 5 we exploit the link between the beta
process and the Indian buffet process to provide
a new algorithm to sample beta processes.

3. In Sec. 6 we define the hierarchical beta process,
an analog for factorial modeling of the hierarchical
Dirichlet process [11]. The hierarchical beta pro-
cess makes it possible to specify models in which
features are shared among a number of groups.
We present an example of such a model in an
application to document classification in Sec. 7,
where we also explore the relationship of the hi-
erarchical beta process to naive Bayes models.

2 The beta process

The beta process was defined by Hjort [4] for appli-
cations in survival analysis. In those applications,
the beta process plays the role of a distribution on
functions (cumulative hazard functions) defined on the
positive real line. In our applications, the sample paths
of the beta process need to be defined on more general
spaces. We thus develop a nomenclature that is more
suited to these more general applications.

A positive random measure B on a space Ω (e.g.,
R) is a Lévy process, or independent increment pro-
cess, if the masses B(S1), . . . B(Sk) assigned to disjoint

0 1
0

1

2

0 1
0

50

D
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w

Figure 1: Top. A measure B sampled from a beta
process (blue), along with its corresponding cumula-
tive distribution function (red). The horizontal axis
is Ω, here [0, 1]. The tips of the blue segments are
drawn from a Poisson process with base measure the
Lévy measure. Bottom. 100 samples from a Bernoulli
process with base measure B, one per line. Samples
are sets of points, obtained by including each point ω
independently with probability B({ω}).

subsets S1, . . . Sk of Ω are independent1. The Lévy-
Khinchine theorem [5, 8] implies that a positive Lévy
process is uniquely characterized by its Lévy measure
(or compensator), a measure on Ω× R+.

Definition. A beta process B ∼ BP(c,B0) is a pos-
itive Lévy process whose Lévy measure depends on
two parameters: c is a positive function over Ω that
we call the concentration function, and B0 is a fixed
measure on Ω, called the base measure. In the special
case where c is a constant it will be called the concen-
tration parameter. We also call γ = B0(Ω) the mass
parameter.

If B0 is continuous, the Lévy measure of the beta pro-
cess is

ν(dω, dp) = c(ω)p−1(1 − p)c(ω)−1dpB0(dω) (1)

on Ω× [0, 1]. As a function of p, it is a degenerate beta
distribution, justifying the name. ν has the following
elegant interpretation. To draw B ∼ BP(c,B0), draw
a set of points (ωi, pi) ∈ Ω× [0, 1] from a Poisson pro-
cess with base measure ν (see Fig. 1), and let:

B =
�

i

piδωi (2)

where δω is a unit point mass (or atom) at ω. This

1Positivity is not required to define Lévy processes but
greatly simplifies their study, and positive Lévy processes
are sufficient here. On Ω = R, positive Lévy processes are
also called subordinators.



Bernoulli process

Figure 2: Draws from a beta process with concentra-
tion c and uniform base measure with mass γ, as we
vary c and γ. For each draw, 20 samples are shown
from the corresponding Bernoulli process, one per line.

This is a two-parameter (c, γ) generalization of the
Indian buffet process, which we recover when we let
(c, γ) = (1,α). Griffiths and Ghahramani propose
such an extension in [3]. The customers together try
a Poi(nγ) number of dishes, but because they tend to
try the same dishes the number of unique dishes is only

Poi
�
γ
�n−1

i=0
c

c+i

�
, roughly

Poi

�
γ + γc log

�
c + n

c + 1

��
. (7)

This quantity becomes Poi(γ) if c → 0 (all customers
share the same dishes) or Poi(nγ) if c → ∞ (no shar-
ing), justifying the names concentration parameter for
c and mass parameter for γ. The effect of c and γ is
illustrated in Fig. 2.

5 An algorithm to generate beta
processes

Eq. (5), when n = 1 and B0 is continuous,
shows that B|X1 is the sum of two independent

beta processes F1 ∼ BP
�
c + 1, 1

c+1X1

�
and G1 ∼

BP
�
c + 1, c

c+1B0

�
. In particular, this lets us sam-

ple B by first sampling X1, which is a Poisson process
with base measure B0, then sampling F1 and G1.

Let X1 =
�K1

i=1 δωj . Since the base measure of F1

is discrete we can apply Eq. (3), with c(ωi) = c + 1

and qi = 1/(c + 1). We get F1 =
�K1

j=1 pjδωj where
pj ∼ Beta(1, c).

G1 has concentration c+1 and mass cγ/(c+1). Since
its base measure is continuous, we can further decom-
pose it via Eq. (5) into two independent beta processes

F2 and G2. By induction we get, for any n

B
d
= B̂n + Gn where B̂n =

n�

i=1

Fi

Since limn→∞ B̂n
d
= B, we can use B̂n as an approx-

imation of B. The following iterative algorithm con-
structs B̂n starting with B̂0 = 0. At each step n ≥ 1:

• sample Kn ∼ Poi( cγ
c+n−1 ),

• sample Kn new locations ωj from 1
γB0 indepen-

dently,

• sample their weight pj ∼ Beta(1, c + n − 1) inde-
pendently,

• B̂n = B̂n−1 +
�Kn

j=1 pjδωj .

The expected mass added at step n is E(Fn(Ω)) =
cγ

(c+n)(c+n−1) and the expected remaining mass after

step n is E(Gn(Ω)) = cγ
c+n .

Other algorithms exist to build approximations of beta
processes. The Inverse Levy Measure algorithm of
Wolpert and Ickstadt [12] is very general and can gen-
erate atoms in decreasing order of weight, but requires
inverting the incomplete beta function at each step,
which is computationally intensive. The algorithm of
Lee and Kim [7] bypasses this difficulty by approximat-
ing the beta process by a compound Poisson process
but requires a fixed approximation level. This means
that their algorithm only converges in distribution.

Our algorithm is a simple and efficient alternative. It
is closely related to the stick-breaking construction of
Dirichlet processes [10], in that it generates the atoms
of B in a size-biased order.

6 The hierarchical beta process

The parallel with the Dirichlet process leads us to con-
sider hierarchies of beta processes in a manner akin to
the hierarchical Dirichlet processes of [11]. To mo-
tivate our construction, let us consider the following
application to document classification (to which we re-
turn in Sec. 7).

Suppose that our training data X is a list of docu-
ments, where each document is classified by one of n
categories. We model a document by the set of words
it contains. In particular we do not take the num-
ber of appearances of each word into account. We
assume that document Xi,j is generated by including
each word ω independently with a probability pj

ω spe-
cific to category j. These probabilities form a discrete
measure Aj over the space of words Ω, and we put a
beta process BP(cj , B) prior on Aj .

various sparsity degrees



Inference : the Indian Buffet Process (IBP)

Pb : Beta & Bernoulli processes for simple inference ?
=⇒ the Indian Buffet Process

I Xn is a customer choosing dish k with proba πnk

The story is a sequential mechanism
(but variables are exchangeable !)

1 1st customer chooses Poisson(γ) dishes,

2 the nth customer

chooses dish k with proba
mk

n
, mk =

∑
`<n z`k

tries Poisson(γn ) new dishes

3 store choices in binary matrix Z = (znk)

I posterior takes likelihood into account

[Griffiths & Ghahramani’11] (worked in London...and had Indian food !)



Inference : the Indian Buffet Process (IBP)

INDIAN BUFFET PROCESS

Dishes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

C
us
to
m
er
s

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Figure 6: A binary matrix generated by the Indian buffet process with != 10.

the order in which the customers make their choices. However, if we only pay attention to the
lo f -equivalence classes of the matrices generated by this process, we obtain the exchangeable dis-
tribution P([Z]) given by Equation 14: "N

i=1K
(i)
1 !

"2
N!1
h=1 Kh!

matrices generated via this process map to the same

left-ordered form, and P([Z]) is obtained by multiplying P(Z) from Equation 15 by this quantity.
It is possible to define a similar sequential process that directly produces a distribution on lo f

equivalence classes in which customers are exchangeable, but this requires more effort on the part
of the customers. In the exchangeable Indian buffet process, the first customer samples a Poisson(!)
number of dishes, moving from left to right. The ith customer moves along the buffet, and makes
a single decision for each set of dishes with the same history. If there are Kh dishes with history h,
under which mh previous customers have sampled each of those dishes, then the customer samples a
Binomial(mhi ,Kh) number of those dishes, starting at the left. Having reached the end of all previous
sampled dishes, the ith customer then tries a Poisson(!i ) number of new dishes. Attending to the
history of the dishes and always sampling from the left guarantees that the resulting matrix is in
left-ordered form, and it is easy to show that the matrices produced by this process have the same
probability as the corresponding lo f -equivalence classes under Equation 14.

4.5 A Distribution over Collections of Histories

In Section 4.2, we noted that lo f -equivalence classes of binary matrices generated from assignment
vectors correspond to partitions. Likewise, lo f -equivalence classes of general binary matrices cor-
respond to simple combinatorial structures: vectors of non-negative integers. Fixing some ordering
of N objects, a collection of feature histories on those objects can be represented by a frequency

1199



Inference : the Indian Buffet Process (IBP)

For inference : use the exchangeable property of IBP

Key relation :

P(znk = 1|Z−(nk),X) ∝ p(X|Z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
likelihood

P(znk = 1|Z−(nk))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Indian Buffet Proc.



Application : random binary images + noise

random images : binary combination of elements X = Dz + n
unknowns : D, z, σ (noise)

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1

[Griffiths & Ghahramani’11]



Application : random binary images + noise

Gibbs sampling inference using the IBP,

X = Dz + n unknowns : D, z, σ (noise)

iter 2



Application : random binary images + noise

Gibbs sampling inference using the IBP,

X = Dz + n unknowns : D, z, σ (noise)

iter 6



Application : random binary images + noise

Gibbs sampling inference using the IBP,

X = Dz + n unknowns : D, z, σ (noise)

iter 15 for initial σ = 0.35 (true value is σ = 0.15)

estimated σX = 0.15



Application : random binary images + noise

Gibbs sampling inference using the IBP,

X = Dz + n unknowns : D, z, σ (noise)

iter 2 for initial σ = 0.25 (true value is σ = 0.15)

estimated σX = 0.15
perfect reconstruction of all 200 images : D, z



Introduction Latent class models Latent feature models Conclusion & Perspectives

Take home message : Bayesian Non Param. sparse latent
feature models

1 there exists infinite latent feature models

2 Beta & Bernoulli processes (and their generalization) ...

3 ... are adaptive and permits the discovery of features

4 source separation, dictionary learning...

5 estimates the unknown noise level

6 inference : go to the Indian Buffet !

7 too simple ? go for hierarchical but...



Introduction Latent class models Latent feature models Conclusion & Perspectives

Bayesian non parametric dictionary learning

[Zhou, Carin, Paisley et al.’11’12]

Main ingredients :

I a feature is used or not : binary zi
Indian Buffet Process

I patch clustering : Dirichlet process
similar patches use similar features
(they go to the same Indian Buffet)

Dirichlet Process on the πi

I dictionary learning : Gibbs sampling

I extends to missing pixels...



Bayesian non parametric dictionary learning
The model

[Zhou, Carin, Paisley et al.’11’12]





xi = Dwi + εi patches

wi = zi � si 0 or sik if zik = 1

si ∼ N (0, γ−1s IK ) non-zero coefficients

z ∼ Bernoulli(π) sparsity : coeff is here or not

πi ∼ BP(a, b) favor reuse of same features

dk ∼ N (0,P−1IP) prior dict. features

εi ∼ N (0, γ−1ε IP) unknown noise level



Bayesian non parametric dictionary learning

[Zhou, Carin, Paisley et al.’11’12]

14

C. Denoising

The BPFA denoising algorithm is compared with the original KSVD [14], for both grey-scale and color

images. Newer denoising algorithms include block matching with 3D filtering (BM3D) [10], the multiscale

KSVD [30], and KSVD with the non-local mean constraints [27]. These algorithms assume the noise

variance is known, while the proposed model automatically infers the noise variance from the image under

test. Moreover, the BPFA, DP-BPFA and PSBP-BPFA models infer a potentially non-stationary variance,

with a broad prior on the variance imposed by the gamma distribution. In the denoising examples we

consider the BPFA model in (6); similar results are obtained via the DP-BPFA and PSBP-BPFA models

discussed in Section IV.

In Table I we consider images from [14]. The proposed BPFA performs very similarly to KSVD. As

one representative example of the model’s ability to infer the noise variance, we consider the Lena image

from Table I. The mean inferred noise standard deviations are 5.83, 10.59, 15.53, 20.48, 25.44, 50.46

and 100.54 for images contaminated by noise with respective standard deviations of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50

and 100. Each of these noise variances were automatically inferred using exactly the same model, with

no changes to the gamma hyperparameters.

In Table II we present similar results, for denoising RGB images; the KSVD comparisons come from

[29]. An example denoising result is shown in Figure 1. As another example of the BPFA’s ability to

infer the underlying noise variance, for the castle image, the mean (automatically) inferred variances are

5.15, 10.18, 15.22 and 25.23 for images with additive noise with true respective standard deviations 5,

10, 15 and 25. The sensitivity of the KSVD algorithm to a mismatch between the assumed and true noise

variances is shown in Figure 1 in [43], and the insensitivity of BPFA to changes in the noise variance

and to requiring knowledge of the noise variance is deemed an important advantage.

Fig. 1. From left to right: the original horses image, the noisy horses image with the noise standard deviation of

25, the denoised image and the inferred dictionary with its elements ordered in the probability to be used (from

top-left). The low-probability dictionary elements are never used to represent {xi}i=1,N , and are draws from the

prior, showing the ability of the model to learn the number of dictionary elements needed for the data.

It is also important to note that the grey-scale KSVD results in Table I were initialized using an over-

April 19, 2010 DRAFT

infers the number of necessary dictionary elements

18

Fig. 4. Expected variance of each pixel for the (Mushroom) data considered in Figure 3.

Fig. 5. From left to right: the original barbara256 image, the noisy and incomplete barbara256 image with the noise

standard deviation of 15 and 70% of its pixels missing at random, the restored image and the inferred dictionary

with its elements ordered in the probability to be used (from top-left).

a direct application of matrix completion based on the incomplete matrix X ∈ RP×N , with columns

defined by the image patches. We specifically considered the algorithm in [20], using software from

Prof. Candès’ website. For most of the examples considered above, even after very careful tuning of the

parameters, the algorithm diverged, suggesting that the low-rank assumptions were violated. For examples

for which the algorithm did work, the PSNR values were typically 4 to 5 dB worse than those reported

here for our model.

E. Interpolation of hyperspectral imagery

The basic BPFA, DP-BPFA and PSBP-BPFA technology may also be applied to hyperspectral imagery,

and it is here where these methods may have significant practical utility. Specifically, the amount of data

that need be measured and read off a hyperspectral camera is often enormous. By selecting a small

April 19, 2010 DRAFT



Introduction Latent class models Latent feature models Conclusion & Perspectives

In summary : Bayesian non parametric is a rich framework

1 efficient priors for non parametric clustering :

Dirichlet and generalizations (Pitman-Yor process...)

inference : Chinese Restaurant Process

segmentation,
joint processing,
non Gaussian distributions (GSM...)

2 efficient priors for latent feature models :

Beta & Bernoulli processes and generalizations

inference : Indian Buffet Process

source separation,
mixture of components (multi/hyper spectral),
dictionary learning...



In summary : Bayesian non parametric is a rich framework

1 unknown noise level taken into account

2 complexity of the model governed by the data :

bypasses model selection

3 inference algorithms :

Gibbs sampling (CRP & IBP...)
variational Bayesian approximation,
EM (truncation)



Introduction Latent class models Latent feature models Conclusion & Perspectives

Perspectives

1 many models to explore, including analysis approaches,

2 revisiting inverse problems (blind deconvolution...)

3 non Gaussian noise, non Gaussian models,

4 dictionary learning : still much work to be done...

5 multi-component systems (multi-spectral...)

6 progress to expect on algorithms,

7 ...



Dirichlet processes (DP)

I a DP is an ’infinitely decimated’ Dirichlet distribution :
as the limit of Dirichlet(α/K , ..., α/K ) as K →∞

I a DP is a distribution over probability measures

I a DP has two parameters :

Base distribution G0, like the mean of the DP,
Strength parameter α, concentration of the DP.

I G ∼ DP(α,G0) are discrete distributions

G =
∞∑

k=1

πkδθk

θk ∼ G0

πk = νk
∏k−1

j=1 (1− νj) = stick-breaking

νj ∼ Beta(1, α) where Beta(x |1, α) ∝ (1− x)α−1

[Ferguson’73]



Posterior Dirichlet processes (DP)
Inference

πk = νk
∏k−1

j=1 (1− νj)

!

(4)!

(3)µ

(6)µ

(1)µ
(2)µ

(4)µ
(5)µ

(5)!

(2)!
(3)!

(6)!

(1)

Figure 1: Stick-breaking construction for the DP and IBP.
The black stick at top has length 1. At each iteration the
vertical black line represents the break point. The brown
dotted stick on the right is the weight obtained for the DP,
while the blue stick on the left is the weight obtained for
the IBP.

where d ! [0, 1) and ! > "d. The Pitman-Yor IBP
weights decrease in expectation as a O(k! 1

d ) power-law,
and this may be a better fit for some naturally occurring
data which have a larger number of features with signifi-
cant but small weights [4].

An example technique for the DP which we could adapt to
the IBP is to truncate the stick-breaking construction after a
certain number of break points and to perform inference in
the reduced space. [7] gave a bound for the error introduced
by the truncation in the DP case which can be used here as
well. Let K" be the truncation level. We set µ(k) = 0 for
each k > K", while the joint density of µ(1:K!) is,

p(µ(1:K!)) =
K!
!

k=1

p(µ(k)|µ(k!1)) (19)

=!K!

µ!
(K!)

K!
!

k=1

µ!1
(k)I(0 # µ(K!) # · · · # µ(1) # 1)

The conditional distribution of Z given µ(1:K!) is simply1

p(Z|µ(1:K!)) =
N
!

i=1

K!
!

k=1

µzik

(k)(1 " µ(k))
1!zik (20)

with zik = 0 for k > K". Gibbs sampling in this represen-
tation is straightforward, the only point to note being that
adaptive rejection sampling (ARS) [3] should be used to
sample each µ(k) given other variables (see next section).

4 SLICE SAMPLER

Gibbs sampling in the truncated stick-breaking construc-
tion is simple to implement, however the predetermined
truncation level seems to be an arbitrary and unneces-
sary approximation. In this section, we propose a non-
approximate scheme based on slice sampling, which can be

1Note that we are making a slight abuse of notation by using
Z both to denote the original IBP matrix with arbitrarily ordered
columns, and the equivalent matrix with the columns reordered to
decreasing µ’s. Similarly for the feature parameters !’s.

seen as adaptively choosing the truncation level at each it-
eration. Slice sampling is an auxiliary variable method that
samples from a distribution by sampling uniformly from
the region under its density function [12]. This turns the
problem of sampling from an arbitrary distribution to sam-
pling from uniform distributions. Slice sampling has been
successfully applied to DP mixture models [8], and our ap-
plication to the IBP follows a similar thread.

In detail, we introduce an auxiliary slice variable,

s|Z, µ(1:#) $ Uniform[0, µ"] (21)

where µ" is a function of µ(1:#) and Z , and is chosen to be
the length of the stick for the last active feature,

µ" = min

"

1, min
k:$i,zik=1

µ(k)

#

. (22)

The joint distribution of Z and the auxiliary variable s is

p(s, µ(1:#), Z) = p(Z, µ(1:#)) p(s|Z, µ(1:#)) (23)

where p(s|Z, µ(1:#)) = 1
µ! I(0#s#µ"). Clearly, integrat-

ing out s preserves the original distribution over µ(1:#) and
Z , while conditioned on Z and µ(1:#), s is simply drawn
from (21). Given s, the distribution of Z becomes:

p(Z|x, s, µ(1:#)) % p(Z|x, µ(1:#))
1

µ! I(0#s#µ") (24)

which forces all columns k of Z for which µ(k) < s to be
zero. LetK" be the maximal feature index with µ(K!) > s.
Thus zik = 0 for all k > K", and we need only consider
updating those features k # K". Notice that K" serves
as a truncation level insofar as it limits the computational
costs to a finite amount without approximation.

Let K† be an index such that all active features have in-
dex k < K† (note that K† itself would be an inactive fea-
ture). The computational representation for the slice sam-
pler consists of the slice variables and the firstK† features:
&s, K", K†, Z1:N,1:K†, µ(1:K†), "1:K†'. The slice sampler
proceeds by updating all variables in turn.

Update s. The slice variable is drawn from (21). If the new
value of smakesK" ( K† (equivalently, s < µ(K†)), then
we need to pad our representation with inactive features
until K" < K†. In the appendix we show that the stick
lengths µ(k) for new features k can be drawn iteratively
from the following distribution:

p(µ(k)|µ(k!1), z:,>k = 0) % exp(!
$N

i=1
1
i (1 " µ(k))

i)

µ!!1
(k) (1 " µ(k))

N
I(0 # µ(k) # µ(k!1)) (25)

We used ARS to draw samples from (25) since it is log-
concave in log µ(k). The columns for these new features
are initialized to z:,k = 0 and their parameters drawn from
their prior "k $ H .

Fundamental motivation : posterior updating (see CRP)

G |θ ∼ DP
(
α + 1, αG0+δθ

α+1

)

or more generally

if θ1, ..., θn|G ∼ G and G ∼ DP(α,G0)
then G |θ1, ..., θn ∼ DP(α + n,G0 +

∑n
i=1 δθi )

⇒ inference : G clusters on previous estimates



Introduction Latent class models Latent feature models Conclusion & Perspectives

The key : de Finetti’s theorem and exchangeable variables
Hidden variables

∀σ, p(X1, ...,Xn) = p(Xσ(1), ...,Xσ(n))

⇐⇒
p(X1, ...,Xn|θ) =

∏

i

p(Xi |θ)
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